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Level 2 “Package”

• PAS1192:2 Capital
Delivery

• PAS1192:3 Operational
Delivery

• BS1192:4
• BIM Protocol
• Government Soft

Landings

• Classification
• Digital Plan of Works

(Levels of Detail)











“I reckon 75% of the dissertation
students in the built environment
have elected to do “BIM” and the
market is overloaded with
requests”

































Smart Buildings

“A smart building is one that doesn't
make its occupants look stupid!”

Adrian Leaman, The Useable Buildings Trust



Smart Meters

“It is not enough to presume that the information from
‘smart metering’ will encourage people to reduce
their energy consumption any more than a car
speedometer will reduce speeding”

Stevenson, Leaman, 2010
'Evaluating housing performance in relation

to human behaviour: new challenges’



Smart Interface
“If user controls are ambiguous in intent, poorly
labelled, or fail to show whether anything has
changed when they are operated, then the systems
that lie behind them are unlikely to operate effectively
or efficiently”

Bordass, Leaman, Bunn 2007
‘Controls for end users: A guide for good design and

implementation’



Smart Interface



Smart or Complex?



Smart Becomes Dumb 1997



Smart Becomes Dumb 2013



Smart Becomes Dumb





Data over the Internet







26 billion devices by
2020 – Gartner

30 billion devices by
2020 – ABI Research
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Proposal to EPSRC for a £7.5m, 5 year, fully-funded research
programme aimed at harnessing novel forms of sensors,
telemetry and Big Data analysis with information structuring
techniques from areas such as BIM and GIS. The objective will
be to redefine and measure the performance of built environment
assets (both buildings and infrastructure), and use the results
both to improve the performance of existing assets and to
improve the development of new assets.

Research partners:
• UCL – The Bartlett Faculty of the Built Environment and The

Engineering Faculty
• University of Cambridge – The Centre for Smart Infrastructure

and Construction
• University of Reading – The Design Innovation Research

Centre

Complementary Research





Fox News 30 August 2014:
Is there a microchip implant in your future?

“Ramez Naam, who led the early development of
Microsoft software projects and is now a popular
speaker and author, said he envisions using chip
implantation to help monitor the location of people
with Alzheimer's disease.”







Thank you


